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Abstract: Architecture, methodology and system modelling are systems engineering tools to understand, design, 
develop, implement and integrate complex systems, software and enterprises. In order to solve the problem 
of complex system integration, Zachman Framework, CIM-OSA, GERAM, FEAF, DoDAF, TOGAF and 
other architectures have been developed. Model has become the main means of system analysis and design, 
and gave birth to model-based systems engineering (MBSE). There are several methodologies of MBSE, such 
as Harmony, Magic Grid and so forth. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a general architecture and 
modelling framework to support models and systems, software, enterprise integration based on different 
architecture and methodologies. This paper presents a General Architecture Framework and a relative General 
Modelling Framework (GMF). GAF provides tools and methodology of model-based systems engineering 
(MBSE) to systems design and development. GMF involves a set of models and methods to describes different 
aspects of a system. The paper also discusses the mapping and integration relationship between GAF, GMF 
with mainstream architecture and modelling frameworks. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Architecture, methodology and modelling methods 
are effective ways to analyse systems, software and 
enterprises (SSE). In the past forty years, experts from 
different professional domains committed themselves 
in the study of architecture, and produced a set of 
significant works. including Zachman Framework, 
CIM-OSA (computer integrated manufacturing open 
system architecture), PERA (Purdue enterprise 
reference architecture), ARIS (architecture of 
integrated information system), GERAM (generalised 
enterprise reference architecture and methodology), 
FEAF (federal enterprise architecture framework), 
DoDAF (department of defence architecture 
framework), TOGAF (the open group architecture 
framework), UAF (Unified Architecture Framework). 
GEAF (Gartner’s Enterprise Architecture 
Framework), ESA-AF (European Space Agency-
Architectural Framework), etc. These are all 
architectures with great international influcence and 
have a wide range of applications in many fields. 
Many of them have some extended version when 
applied in different field. Such as TEAF (Treasury 
Enterprise Architecture Framework, based on 
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Zachman Framework). Base on DoDAF, many 
organization develop their own extended defense-
based architecture framework: MODAF (British 
Ministry of Defence Architecture Framework, 
developed by The UK Ministry of Defence), NAF 
(NATO defense standrad), AGATE (the France DGA 
Architecture Framework). 

In some specific fields, there are many proprietary 
frameworks, such as RASDS (Reference Architecture 
for Space Data System) in the space industry 
(CCSDS, 2016), AUTOSAR (Automotive Open 
System Architecture) in the automotive industry.  

At the meanwhile, international standards such as 
ISO 15704 (ISO, 2005), 19439 (ISO, 2006), 19440 
(ISO, 2007), and 42010 were published to underpin 
the identification of requirements for models, the 
establishment of modelling framework and the 
formation of modelling methodology respectively. 
ISO 42010 proposed a standardized system 
description method centered on architecture 
description, architecture framework, architecture 
description language (ISO, 2011). 

In additional to systems, software, enterprises 
(SSE) architecture, modelling methods and languages 
have undergone rapid evolutions in order to satisfy the 
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demanding analysis requirements for complex 
systems. Modelling languages such as IDEF (integra-
tion definition) series modelling languages (including 
IDEF0, IDEF1x, IDEF3, IDEF5, et. al.), UML 
(unified modelling language, which includes multiple 
views and diagrams), DFD (data flow diagram), ERD 
(entity relationship diagram), EPC (event process 
chain), BPMN (business process modelling notation), 
UPDM (Unified Profile for DoDAF/MODAF,) BPEL 
(business process execution language), Gellish 
(Generic Engineering Language, a textual modelling 
language), SoaML (Service-oriented architecture 
Modeling Language), ESL (Energy Systems 
Language), AADL (Avionics Architecture 
Description Language), EAST-ADL (designed for 
complement AUTOSAR), Petri net and the newly 
developed ArchiMate and SysML are gaining 
increasing popularity in the field of system modelling. 
Among them, UML has a wide range of influence in 
the field of information system development and 
software engineering. As an extension of UML, 
SysML is widely used in system engineering. In 
ISO/IEC 19514:2017, SysML v1.4 was set as an 
International Standard (ISO, 2017).  

The complex systems, software, enterprises 
design and development process is now evolving 
while modern industry is trying to free itself from 
tedious paperwork. Modeling is an effective way to 
solve the design and research problems of complex 
management and technology integration systems. At 
present, industrial design and development is facing 
an important mode-change, which is that model-based 
systems engineering (MBSE) is replacing 
Traditional/Text-based Systems Engineering (TSE). 
The International Council on Systems Engineering 
(INCOSE) proposed MBSE in "Systems Engineering 
Vision 2020 " (INCOSE, 2007). It aims at enabling 
the modeling method to support the whole process of 
system design, including requirements validation, 
design, analysis, verification and validation, starting 
from conceptual design and covering the whole life 
cycle of product design  (Friedenthal et al., 2007; 
Haskins, 2011). NASA, Boeing, Lockheed Martin, 
and Airbus are all actively practicing and promoting 
MBSE. At the same time, MBSE has entered 
petrochemical, construction, healthcare, smart city 
and other industries and fields. In 2014, INCOSE 
published "Systems Engineering Vision 2025 " 
(INCOSE, 2014). In this report, INCOSE stated that 
in the future, the application of MBSE will expand 
from tradition fields to engineering, natural and social 
fields. 

More and more system development projects 
include different architecure, methodologies and 

modelling methods. How to integrate these 
architecture, methodologies and modelling methods 
becomes a big challenge. 

This paper presents a General Architecture 
Framework and a relative General Modelling 
Framework (GMF). GAF provides tools and 
methodology of model-based systems engineering 
(MBSE) to systems design and development. GMF 
involves a set of models and methods to describes 
different aspects of a system. The paper also discusses 
the mapping and integration relationship between 
GAF, GMF with mainstream architecture and 
modelling frameworks. 

The paper is structure as follows. In section 2. A 
General Architecture Framework is proposed, 
including the corresponding General Modelling 
Framework. Section 3 discusses the mapping 
relationship between GAF (General Architecture 
Framework) and other mainstream architectre. In 
section 4, the General Modelling Framework is 
compared with other modelling architectures. Finally, 
section 5 puts forward the conclusions.  

2 GENERAL ARCHITECTURE 
FRAMEWORK (GAF) AND 
GENERAL MODELLING 
FRAMEWORK 

The General Architecture Framework (GAF) is a 
system, software, enterprise (SSE) architecture 
framework raised by Qing (2007). As shown in the 
top of Fig.1, view, lifecycle and realization, these 
three axes form the basis of GAF. 
 View: The axis pays attention to the structure of 

the system from static and dynamic aspects. It 
includes seven views: Function View, 
Organization View, Resource View, Information 
View, Product View, Process View and 
Economic/Performance Evaluation View, whose 
relationship is described in more detail in the left 
bottom of Fig.1. 

 Lifecycle: The lifecycle of GAF is based on the 
project lifecycle, with an additional segment 
named operation and maintenance. The project 
lifecycle just starts from project definition and 
ends up with implementation. There is a difference 
because architecture can greatly help an integrated 
system in tracking, modification and optimization, 
when the system is operating. And the modelling 
methods of architecture are equally important for 
system operation. 
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Figure 1: General architecture framework and general modelling framework. 

 Realization: This axis reflects how to use the 
methodology of the architecture. Architecture 
methodology uses models instead of a large 
number of words to describe all aspects of the 
system. That is to say, this axis shows how to use 
the modelling method to accomplish system 
analysis, design, operation and maintenance. 
Firstly, get the AS-IS models. In this stage, the 
current system is descripted in several views 
according to the division of views in the first axis, 
and these descriptions can form AS-IS models of 
great coherence with the help of other SSE 
modelling methods. Secondly, get the TO-BE 
models. In this stage, the problems and 
contradictions of the current system should be 
discovered through the analysis of the AS-IS 
models. These problems should be solved step by 
step according to their importance and urgency. 
The TO-BE models should provide a solution on 
the principle and abstract layer to meet the 
requirement, which is also called preliminary 

design. Thirdly, conduct detailed design. In this 
stage, constructing tools can help translate the 
requirement embodied by various models into 
design specification in three concrete domains (or 
called subsystems). The new real system can be 
built. What should be emphasized is that the 
mapping relationship between the design 
specification and the description of models (or 
views) is “multi-to-multi”. Fortunately, many tools 
or tool sets have been developed to manage this 
mapping relationship, such as CASE tool, 
Workflow Management Technique, etc. 

From this architecture, we can know that the 
identification and construction of the system are 
gradually evolving. We do different things with 
different methods in different stage, and what we do 
in the last stage will affect what to do and how to do 
in the next stage. In the conceptual design stage, it is 
important to determine the strategic goals of the 
enterprise, because it determines the usefulness of the 
system, that is, what it is used to do and what 
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requirements it meets. Sequentially, according to the 
requirements and purposes of the system, we can find 
some problems that must not exist more easily after 
describing the current situation of the enterprise from 
the aspects of organization, resource, information, 
product, function and operating process and then 
infrastructure and operation mechanism. Then we 
improve these problems and the target system will be 
constructed and its various views can be formed well. 
This is a specifying and optimizing process. 

When describing the target system, we can apply 
many modelling methods not just the method of view 
description to characterize the system much more 
comprehensively. After the model is built, it is 
transformed into the technical guidance of building 
the system through the construction tool set, so as to 
form a real system. Since the system description is the 
guidance for system construction, it can certainly be 
used as the reference object for system operation to 
modify and optimize the actual system. 

As shown in the left bottom part of Fig.1., the 
General Modelling Framework (GMF) is divided into 
three layers: performance and evaluation structure 
layer, system behaviour /dynamic structure layer and 
system static structure layer. Each layer represents an 
aspect of the enterprise. The specific contents are as 
follows: 

 System static structure layer: models at which 
define the static structure of the enterprise, 
including organizational structure, resource 
structure, data / information structure, product / 
service structure and functional structure, define 
the existence of the enterprise and answer the 
question of what the system is. 

 System behaviour / dynamic structure layer: 
models at which describe the logic, sequence and 
relevant characteristics of the whole system, 
combine the elements defined by the static 
structure layer to define the model of enterprise 
operation mechanism. 

 System performance structure layer: model at 
which define the target of the system, the related 
performance indicators and measurement methods. 

The models of system static and behaviour layer 
describe the system structure and operation 
mechanism constrained by system objectives, which 
constitute the basis of performance analysis. The 
system performance structure layer is based on the 
system structure and behaviour layer to provide 
modelling form for the performance aspect of SSE, 
learns from the existing model content and establishes 
analysis methods to inform decision makers. Under 
the guidance of SSE strategy and performance 

evaluation mechanism, a network description with 
structural components is formed according to the 
interrelated (input, output, control, mechanism) or 
sequential logical relationship. Because performance 
evaluation is very important for decision-makers and 
stakeholders in the early stage of SSE project, 
performance-related modelling has become one of the 
key parts in the field of enterprise modelling. For 
example, ISO 22400 was developed for automation 
systems and integration - key performance indicators 
(KPIs) for manufacturing operations management 
(ISO, 2014); ISO/IEC 42030 was developed for 
Systems and Software Engineering – Architecture 
Evaluation. Evaluation modelling and analysis can 
point out the optimization direction of enterprise 
development (ISO, 2005). In ISO 15704 Amd 2005, 
AHP/ANP (Analytical Hierarchy/Network Process) 
method and Activity Based Costing (ABC) are 
proposed to facilitate the decision-making process on 
the multiple criteria’s aspect of system integration 
justification. 

In fact, various structures are interrelated. 
Therefore, the structured units in all aspects of the 
architecture can be used as the focus associated with 
other units, reflecting that the view is the embodiment 
of a certain aspect of the enterprise system. For 
example, if there is no description of the production 
process, the product structure cannot reflect the 
panorama of the product; without the constraints of 
the internal operation mechanism of the organization, 
the organizational structure cannot well reflect the 
operation of the enterprise; the resource structure only 
reflects the existence and quantity, and what really 
affects the operation of SSE is the dynamic resource 
allocation and utilization. 

The right bottom part of Fig. 1 is GAF analysis, 
design and implementation framework based on 
Federal Enterprise Architecture Framework (FEAF) 
2.0. When we start a project, the first thing we should 
do is to analyse the performance of the system, which 
may also be a software or an enterprise. Based on the 
performance analysis of existing system and required 
system, we can design a business model that meets the 
requirements by transforming, deleting and 
innovating the existing business processes. And then 
we should describe various business processes’ 
functional and logical relationship. In order to support 
the proper operation of the business, we need to 
another model to explain what functional components 
are needed, what kind of team organization people 
will use to participate, what resources and 
information will be used and what products or 
services are produced in various business processes. 
After analysis and design, it’s time to implement the 
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design scheme. During in the process of 
implementation, we need construction tools like 
CAD/CAE to transfer designed system to physical 
system. 

This part points out SSE modelling can be 
combined with its technical architecture.   

3 MAPPING BETWEEN GAF AND 
OTHER ARCHITECTURES 

Computer Integrated Manufacturing Open System 
Architecture (CIM-OSA), FEAF, and Generalised 
Enterprise Reference Architecture and Methodology 
(GERAM) and Zachman Framework are four 
mainstream Architecture Frameworks. They or some 
of their contents can be mapped to GAF, as shown in 
Fig. 2. And we can see there is also a mapping 
relationship in these mainstream Architecture 
Frameworks 

CIM-OSA is developed by ESPRIT Consortium 
AMICE (1993) for enterprise integration. It includes 
three dimensions:  stepwise generation, stepwise 
derivation and stepwise instantiation. The derivation 
dimension includes three steps: requirements 
definition, design specification and implementation 
description. This dimension shows three stages in the 
lifecycle of Computer Integrated Manufacturing 
System, without the part of realization and operation. 
In each stage of the derivation dimension, we need 
suitable models from different views in the generation 
dimension. The second dimension includes four 
views: function view, information view, resource 
view and organization view, in which there is a 
progressive relationship. The functional model builds 
a functional structure to meet strategic goals of the 
enterprise. The information model and resources 
model introduce what information and resources are 
required in the functional model and describe their 
relationship to each function. The organization model 
describes how people participate to ensure the 
realization of functions and their responsibility for 
each function. The generation dimension is based on 
function rather than process, and it lacks behavioral 
structure. The instantiation dimension reflects the 
process from general to specific. It includes three 
layers: generic building blocks, partial models and 
particular model. For example, generic building 
blocks may be used for every enterprise, partial 
models may be used for enterprises in specific domain 
and particular model may be customized for a specific 
enterprise. 

FEAF is an enterprise architecture proposed by 
the U.S. Office of Management and Budget. The first 
version was published in 1999 and it (CIOC 2001) 
believes that the business drivers and design drivers 
will promote the transformation of the enterprise from 
the existing architecture to the target architecture. In 
such circumstance, we should carry out 
transformation of business architecture, data 
architecture, application architecture and technology 
architecture under the guidance of the enterprise 
strategic directions, vision and principles. FEAF 2.0 
was released in 2013 and different from the first 
version. FEAF 2.0 (OMB 2013) includes 6 reference 
models and they have a progressive relationship. The 
performance reference model reflects the strategic 
goals of the enterprise, so it determines what kinds of 
business are needed and what benefits they can bring 
to the enterprise. A large amount of data will be 
generated and used in the business. In order to do 
business better, a data reference model is needed to 
manage data by detailed description and correct 
classification. The application reference model 
describes what kind of software, web interface or 
digital platform to store, analyze, encrypt, use and 
destroy data. And the infrastructure reference model 
describes what kind of information infrastructure 
these applications should be deployed on, network, 
communication facilities, servers and so on. Security 
is so important that the security reference model is 
involved in every other aspect. The security reference 
model describes the risks in each of the other models 
and what kind of safety accidents will be caused by 
these risks and then losses caused by these accidents. 
We can use the method of risk analysis to evaluate 
whether the risk is tolerable, and then make suitable 
countermeasures. 

GERAM was published by IFAC and IFIP in the 
1990s ( P. Bernus, and L. Nemes, 1994). It is included 
in the ISO 15704 that try to form a generalized 
enterprise reference architecture and methodology to 
realize interoperate between different architecture. 
This reference architecture also includes three 
dimensions: life-cycle phases, views and instantiation. 
The life-cycle phases dimension includes seven 
phases: identification, concept, requirements, design, 
implementation, operation and decommission. In 
identification phase, we can identify any business 
process or entity and it environment, so we can get the 
conceptual model of the analyzed object. Then we can 
analyze the current situation through the conceptual 
model, so as to find out what kind of service we 
should provide for customers and what changes we 
should make in management and control. These 
improvements put forward new requirements at 
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present. In order to solve problems and meet 
requirements, we need to design the whole system 
architecture in preliminary design phase, including 
operation process and functional module, and then 
determine the physical manifestation of the system 
architecture, including software and hardware. In 
implementation phase, the designed system will be 
transformed into a real system with the help of 
resource model, organization model, information 
model and function model. In operation phase, the 
real system consumes resources and produces 
products or provide service, following the operation 
process designed in preliminary design phase. In 
decommission phase, the real system is at the end of 
its life, and it will be scrapped and recycled according 
to it situation. The instantiation dimension is exactly 
the same as that in CIM-OSA. The views dimension 
has different views depending on the present lifecycle 
phase. For example, it includes software and 
hardware views in preliminary design phase, but 
resource, organization, information and function 
views in implementation phase. 

The Zachman Framework was proposed by John 
Zachman (1987) for the first time and has been 
expanded for many times.  One ( John F. Sowa and 
John Zachman, 1992) of those expanded frameworks 
is shown in Fig.2. It has only two dimensions, but may 
be the first popular framework and is the basis of 
many other popular enterprise architectures. The 
horizontal dimension includes six important views to 
ask questions about the system. They are data, 
function, network, people, time, motivation. The 
vertical dimension includes six roles involved in the 
system and what they are concerned about in their 
perspectives. They are planner, owner, designer, 
builder, programmer, user. If every role’s concerns 
are clear in six views, they know what data they need, 
how it works, where it happens, who engage, when 
various works should be done and why they do like 
so, then the system can be constructed easily and 
quickly. 

CIM-OSA’s three dimensions are related to 
GAF’s view, lifecycle dimensions and reference 
models. The generation dimension includes 
organization, resource, function, information views, 
exactly four of the seven views in GAF, which 
represent the static structure of an enterprise. The 
derivation dimension includes requirements 
definition, design specification and implementation 
description, which are preparations to build a real 
system. And they can be related to the front part of 
GAF’s lifecycle dimension. Instantiation dimension 
reflects the process from general blocks to particular 
models. This is also how we construct reference 

architecture and reference models in the realization 
axis in GAF, from overall structure to models in 
different views. CIM-OSA and GAF show the same 
idea that the integrated enterprise should be modelling 
in different views and the process of system definition 
and construction is gradual and evolutionary. 

The top three layers of FEAF 2.0 are directly 
related to GMF. The performance model and the 
performance & evaluating structure are similar but 
have different emphases. One establishes a standard 
performance metrics framework but the other one 
gives calculation methods and evaluating structure 
besides simplified performance metrics. The business 
reference model and the system behavior structure 
both describe operation process of the system. The 
data reference model is similar to information 
structure in the system static structure. The bottom 
three lays in FEAF 2.0 form the technical architecture 
of a real information system, corresponding to the 
process of technical realization in the axis of stepwise 
realization in GAF. They both describe how to use 
things in cyber and physical world to support the 
implementation of the real system. But security is not 
emphasized in GAF. 

The key concepts and factors of GERAM can be 
mapped to GAF. The lifecycle axis of GAF is similar 
to the life-cycle dimension of GERAM, but without 
identification. The instantiation dimension of 
GERAM is just what it is in CIM-OSA, and can be 
also mapped to reference model of GAF. The views 
dimension in both architectures are similar. The 
difference is that views changes with the different 
lifecycle phases in GERAM but remains the same in 
GAF. Besides, GAF doesn’t have machine views and 
management views.  

Different roles in Zachman Framework are people 
engaging in different lifecycle phases, and different 
views are also similar to views in GAF. So the 
horizontal dimension and the vertical dimensions 
correspond to the views dimension and the lifecycle 
dimension  

Fig. 2 presents mapping relationships of these 
architectures to GAF. But these architectures have 
mapping relationships with each other. The 
instantiation, generation and derivation dimensions in 
CIM-OSA can be mapped to the instantiation, views 
and life-cycle phases dimensions in GERAM. The top 
three layers and the bottom three layers of FEAF 2.0 
are mapped to views in the first six phases of the life-
cycle dimension and machine & human views in 
GERAM respectively.  
Other architectures can also be mapped to GAF and 
realized mutual mapping based on GAF. 
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Figure 2: Mapping between GAF and other architecture. 

4 MAPPING BETWEEN GMF 
AND OTHER MODELLING 
ARCHITECTURE 

There are plenty of SSE modelling languages and 
methods. In any SSE projects, multiple modelling 
methods will be included in. GMF can be used to 

organize related modelling methods sets and relative 
models. 

FEAF 2.0 is widely used in the field of 
government administration and enterprise 
informatization. 

As shown in Fig. 3, the bottom three layers of 
FEAF 2.0 are related to technical realization, they are 
mapped to SSE realization of GAF. The other three 
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layers: Performance reference models, Business 
reference models, Data reference models, are related 
to business. 

Data reference models are part of System Static 
Structure. Business reference models are related to 
enterprise behaviour, which is mapped with Systems 
Behaviour Structure of GME.  

The initial FEAF just had four layers. In order to 
describe strategic goals of business and evaluate its 
performance, it added Performance reference models. 
Performance reference models are the external 
manifestation of the enterprise. This layer is mapped 
with Performance & Evaluation Structure. 

Thus, models in the analysis and design stage of 
FEAF 2.0 can be mapped to GMF directly. They have 
the same hierarchical structure. 

UML has a wide range of influence in the field of 
system development and software engineering. It is a 
general visual modelling language for intuitive, 
clarified, componentized and documented software 
system products. This is benefited from its various 
diagrams which help to describe system excessively. 

As shown in Fig. 4, UML model system contains 
many diagrams. UML divided them into two parts: 
Structure Diagram and Behaviour Diagram. For 
example, Class Diagram represents the classes in the 
system and the relationship between classes. 
Deployment Diagram reflects the physical 
architecture of the software and hardware in the 
system. They are both used to described the static 
structure of system, which mapped with System 
Static Structures of GMF. Activity Diagram reflects 

the flow from one activity to another in the system. 
Sequence Diagram represents the time sequence of 
sending messages between objects. They are both 
describe the dynamic behaviour of system which 
mapped with System Behaviour Structures of GMF. 

From the above comparation, it can be seen that 
both the GFM and UML model system contain views 
of structure and behaviour, and the GMF emphasizes 
the importance of performance modelling. 

UML is mainly used for software system 
engineering, and later found that it can be extended to 
other system engineering. Therefore, OMG and 
INCOSE selected some diagrams from UML and 
added some more general diagrams to form the 
SysML(L. Delligatti. 2013). 

As shown in Fig. 5, the diagrams of SysML can 
be divided into three parts: Behaviour Diagram，
Requirement Diagram and Structure Diagram. There 
are two new diagrams: Requirement Diagram and 
Parametric Diagram. The addition of them is an 
important development from UML to SysML. 
Requirement Diagram shows the system 
requirements and their relationships with other 
elements. Parametric Diagram is part of structure 
diagram. It is useful for performance and quantitative 
analysis. These two diagrams can help refine 
requirements during the development process and 
then be used for function analysis and design 
synthesis. Both of the new diagrams are related to 
performance of the system which is mapped with 
Performance & Evaluation Structure of GMF. 
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Figure 3: GMF and FEAF 2.0. 
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Figure 4: GMF and UML. 
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Figure 5: GMF and SysML. 

In addition to these two new diagrams, SysML has 
also modified several UML diagrams. For example, 
Block Definition Diagram and Internal Block 
Diagram are related to Composite Structure Diagram 
and Class Diagram of UML. They are complementary 
with the parameter map in order to better describe the 
structure of system. 

Consistent with UML, SysML also has several 
Behaviour Diagram, which are corresponding with 
System Behaviour Structures of GMF. 

ArchiMate is also consistent with GMF. 
ArchiMate is an enterprise architecture modelling 
specification supporting TOGAF. It is an enterprise 
architecture description language and a visual 
business analysis model language. In February 2009, 
the Open Group published the ArchiMate v1.0 

standard as an official technical standard (The Open 
Group, 2009). As shown in Fig. 6, the core layers of 
ArchiMate has three layers: Technology layer, 
Application layer and Business layer. The 
Technology layer provides the hardware and 
infrastructure services to support the Application 
layer. The three layer can be related to FEAF 2.0 
business layer, application layer and infrastructure 
layer, which can be mapped to GAF and GMF. 

ArchiMate includes three aspects, in which the 
two structure aspects are related to static structure 
view of GMF, and the behaviour aspect related to 
behaviour view in GMF. 

In June 2020, the Open Group released version 3.1 
of ArchiMate (The Open Group, 2020). In addition to 
core layers, the newest ArchiMate added Strategy &  
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Figure 6: GMF and ArchiMate. 

Motivation layer and Implementation &Migration 
layer. The Strategy & Motivation layer realizes the 
modelling of stakeholders and analyses the driving 
factors of innovation. This layer can help to manage 
requirement, which is consistent with Performance & 
Evaluation Structure of GMF. 

Many other modelling methods also have certain 
mapping relation with GMF. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

This paper presents the general architecture 
framework (GAF) and relative general modelling 
framework (GMF). GAF includes following features: 

 The division and relationships of views: GAF 
includes three layers and seven views, which 
presents a new consideration to the organization of 
enterprise model views. 

 Performance evaluation view: performance 
evaluation view identifies the development and 
optimization direction of SSE integration, and its 
corresponding modelling and analysing methods 
support enterprise re-engineering and continuous 
improvement. 

 Model-based systems engineering (MBSE): 
continuous system evolvement from the As-Is 
model to the To-Be model is the key methodology 
of GAF, which is an important MBSE approach for 
system integration.  

In the paper, mapping between GAF and other 
architecture is also discussed, as well as mapping 
between GMF and SSE modelling methods sets. GAF 
can be used to organize model based SSE engineering 

projects and GMF can be used to manage modelling 
tasks and relative models. 
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